Invasion of the Greens!

Ralph Nader and Medea Benjamin Tour the Inland Empire

By John J. Eddy
News Editor

Ralph Nader took Southern California by storm this past Friday, touring and speaking in three counties to a combined estimated total of nearly 6,000 supporters and inquisitors.

Nader's day started in Riverside County at the University of California, Riverside. There he spoke to 1500 students and faculty on the dangers of corporate investment in politics, and the need for a strong third party system. By 12:30 p.m., Ralph Nader was on his way to Orange County to speak at a mini rally and informatory speech set up by students at Cal State Fullerton. It wasn't until 4:00 p.m. that Nader made his way back to the Inland Empire to give his final speech in Southern California before moving up North for a scheduled super rally in Oakland.

Nader moved the large informed crowd with his words against big business and political corruption at Pomona Pitzer College, receiving a standing ovation as he exited the stage. The crowd however was not full of "yes" men and women who had already cast their allegiance into the 'green' light. The students and faculty of the Claremont Colleges wanted to be convinced that the Green Party was the future of youth politics, the catalyst to environmental, social and political evolution.
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Nader moved the large informed crowd with his words against big business and political corruption at Pomona Pitzer College, receiving a standing ovation as he exited the stage. The crowd however was not full of "yes" men and women who had already cast their allegiance into the 'green' light. The students and faculty of the Claremont Colleges wanted to be convinced that the Green Party was the future of youth politics, the catalyst to environmental, social and political evolution.

Media Benjamin, articulate and well spoken, was the first to speak, addressing the crowd on issues of establishing universal health care, stopping the power and greed of world banks, moratoriums on prisons and other progressive ideas that are rampant in the Green Party ideology.

Benjamin, one time United Nations ambassador and democratic elections advisor for industrialized countries, cooked a perfect mixture of platform topics and personal experiences all of which over qualify her for the office of U.S. Senator of California that is now held by Diane Feinstein.

Benjamin's coverage of the party platform allowed Nader to speak directly at the conscious of the people. He cautioned their consumer desires to the ills of corporations and rousing up the spirit of change with encouraging words of once again putting the power of the country back into the hands of the people. Concentrating on local and student issues, Nader spoke directly to the people, not over their heads with political jargons.

Speaking as a true reformer, Nader explained to the audience that change does not come with the election of one man, but in the involvement of many men and women on the local level. Describing progress as a process in which awareness precedes action, Nader urged the audience to educate themselves on politics, to take a stance and put in some time and effort to see these changes fulfilled. Nader summed the activist ideology by stating, "If you don't turn on to politics... politics will turn on you."

-Native Americans Fight for Political Sovereignty:

Harvard professor speaks on economic prosperity in reservations

By John J. Eddy
News Editor

Manley Begay, Jr., director of the Native Nations Program for the University of Arizona and co-director for the American Indian Economic Development Project at Harvard, spoke on campus this past Tuesday about political sovereignty and economic prosperity for the Indian Nations.

Begay, who has had experience as a principal of the Navajo Nation and high school teacher on the White Mountain Apache Reservation as well as his leadership in curriculum development and indigenous education, has traveled throughout 'Indian Country' in search of political policies which help Native Americans gain independent rights. They aspire to work directly with businesses and developers without the intervention of the United States Federal Gov-
Putting an End to the War on Drugs
Dr. Mary Texturia addresses students and opens minds

"...And until that day, the dream of lasting peace, world citizenship will remain but a fleeting illusion to be pursued but never attained...now everywhere is war."
—Robert Nesta Marley

By John J. Eddy
News editor

The number of students, including first-time freshmen, at Cal State, San Bernardino continues to increase over previous years, according to a preliminary enrollment report from the university.

The enrollment at Cal State is 14,910 as of Oct. 12, an increase of 630 students over last year at the same time, according to the enrollment reports. About 11,560 are full-time students, an increase of 434 from last year.

Female students continue to outnumber male students at the university, according to the report. Overall, nearly 1.1 million have been incarcerated for non-violent drug related charges. The number of prisoners has increased from 500,000 in 1980 to the current number reaching 2 million. In California alone nearly 30 prisons have been built in the last thirty years to accommodate the increase of convicted drug felons, while only 2 U.C.'s have been built.

The War on Drugs has also handicapped our education system. The cost of education on an U.C. level according to Dr. Texturia ranges from $6,000 - $10,000 per year, yet we spend nearly $22,000 per inmate per year to keep them locked up and a total of 18.5 billion federal dollars and stripped the freedoms of peaceful citizens whose only crime is addiction.

The War on Drugs, according to Dr. Mary Texturia of the Sociology Department, has worked to increase the problems of our defunct society by turning our heads to the real issue of illegal drug use. "We must educate, not incarcerate!" exclaimed Dr. Texturia, stating that drug abusers are not criminals but are suffering from a disease, just like sufferers of alcoholism.

According to Dr. Texturia, there are approximately 1.8 million men and women in the federal penitentiaries throughout the United States. Of that 1.8 million, there are approximately 1.8 million men and women in the federal penitentiaries throughout the United States. Of that 1.8 million, 1.1 million have been incarcerated for non-violent drug related charges. The number of prisoners has increased from 500,000 in 1980 to the current number reaching 2 million. In California alone nearly 30 prisons have been built in the last thirty years to accommodate the increase of convicted drug felons, while only 2 U.C.'s have been built.

The War on Drugs has also handicapped our education system. The cost of education on an U.C. level according to Dr. Texturia ranges from $6,000 - $10,000 per year, yet we spend nearly $22,000 per inmate per year to keep them locked up and a total of 18.5 billion federal dollars and stripped the freedoms of peaceful citizens whose only crime is addiction.

The effect of Nixon's crusade on the counter culture of the 1960's and 1970's has been felt in the neighborhoods of low economic stability throughout the nation. The majority of people incarcerated in our federal prison system are of African or Latino descent, even though they represent a significant minority in relation to the white population. These men and women have been stripped of their rights and stripped of their families, leaving their communities in the hands of the police who, as Dr. Texturia stated, "...do not protect and serve these communities, but occupy them."

What could be a solution to the ending the cold War on Drugs? Dr. Texturia offered these politically and socially viable answers. The development of a public health program that includes programs that help and cure drug addiction to counter the lock them up and throw away the key philosophy that we have been scarred into adopting. The end of racial profiling and ethnic discrimination by the police, the tactics of pulling minorities over for only driving...
**Third Parties**

**Defending the U.S. Constitution**

**An inside look at Howard Phillips**

With the 2000 Presidential Election just around the corner, the fight for the White House is in full swing. Everyday, we are bombarded with news about our two main candidates from the Republican and Democratic parties. We have read the articles, watched the speeches, and listened to the presidential debates. With so much news and coverage about George Bush and Al Gore, many Americans are led to believe that these are the two people they must choose from in this first election of the new century.

Howard Phillips. In this land of the free, where we, as American citizens, pride ourselves on having numerous choices in life, it is hard to realize that there is much more to the government than the Republican and Democratic parties. There is also more people to choose from besides Al Gore and George Bush. One of these people is Howard Phillips of the Constitutional Party.

The Constitutional Party, formerly known as the US Taxpayers Party, is one of five federally recognized national political parties. Howard Phillips won the presidential nomination of the Constitutional Party on Sept. 4, and Joseph Sobran will be vice presidential running mate.

Howard Phillips has been active in the government for over two decades. He served as the director of US office of Economic Opportunity during the Nixon administration. He is the Chairman of the Conservative Caucus since 1974 and founded the US Taxpayers Party in 1992.

Howard Phillips and his party believe that the “Federal Government has no legal right to do anything unless specifically authorized by the Constitution.” Phillips wants to replace the present tax system with no income tax at all. That would mean no gas tax, no general sales tax, no estate tax, and no income tax. As President, Phillips would eliminate taxes, privatize social security, end legal abortions, restore constitutional accountability, end federal control of education, abolish welfare, and end all quotas. Howard Phillips feels that the current government is not abiding by the guidelines outlined in the Constitution. He and his party would reform the government by reverting back to following the Constitution word for word.

---

**Nader Attacks Corporate Greed**

Nader attacks corporations verbally and wants to eventually hold these corporations accountable for the pollution they cause. He and other Green Party candidates are a crusader for our safety and the environment at the expense of the companies and corporations who value their profit margin over the moral and ethical disproporation. Nader is a consumer advocate who’s exposed hundreds of these companies, proving the harm they’ve caused to the environment. Nader’s actions saved hundreds of lives, his integrity and commitment to the public have made him unsoldly for the benefit of all.

The Green Party is a political third party whose philosophy is based on people, not corporations. They claim that the two political parties in this country value corporate profits more than human rights. The Green Party is the largest third party in the United States and has emerged as a force to be reckoned with not only in American politics, but world politics, as Green parties have emerged in European nations.

The candidates of the Green Party are all human and environmental rights activists who have spent their lives fighting for social justice. Their candidate for the President of the United States is a man who has been on the forefront of progress since his early days as a lawyer. Ralph Nader has campaigned for our safety since he first began his career. To his credit he has established such feats as ending smoking on all planes and the inclusion of airbags in automobiles. He has been a crusader for our safety and rights, but now he is involved in the greatest crusade of his life.

For the past forty years, Ralph Nader has spent his time fighting against powerful corporations who value their profit margin over the moral and ethical disproportion. Nader is a consumer advocate who’s exposed hundreds of these companies, proving the harm they’ve caused to the environment at the expense of the people and future generations who will occupy this land after we are gone.

Nader’s actions saved hundreds of lives, his integrity and commitment to the public have made him unsoldly for the benefit of all.
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Have You Been to France, Lately?

By Cynthia Oliveros
Special to the Chronicle

I only dreamed of studying abroad. I never thought I would do something like this. I've been home now for just five months and it feels so long ago, yet I still feel what I felt the day I was leaving my family, my friends, and my boyfriend. I was scared, excited, and sad all at the same time. It seemed that nine months was going to feel like forever. The nine months in France went so fast. I had so much fun. I traveled around all over Europe. I got to see the spectacular fireworks show at the Eiffel Tower on New Year's Eve. During every break in school, I had the opportunity to see Spain, Hungary, Austria, Switzerland, Italy and Greece, let alone all of the beautiful sights in France. The time I spent in France was the most amazing experience of my life.

One thing I learned in France was the romantic language of French. Another thing was the ability to travel. One important struggle, though, was learning to adapt and survive. It is difficult to adapt to a society that is very different to ours. The French culture is also very different, including the food, the people, and the education. For example, in order to be accepted into college you must first pass an exam.

Studying abroad doesn't mean taking a year off from school. You do get credit for the classes that you take, meaning that you take units abroad and those credits get transferred over to your campus. Studying in France is very difficult, the grading is very tough. Your listening skills improve and you learn to be very responsible with study skills. So when you come back, since all you're classes were in the language your studied, you classes back home seem so much easier.

The first question that most people ask is how much it costs and how to pay for it. Well, if you get financial aid, it transfers over. If you get loans, they are also transferred over. It is approximately the same cost as if you were studying at your home campus. If you do decide to travel, of course it will cost you more. There are also scholarships available to those who qualify.

My year in France was the most challenging year I had and will ever experience, but also the most rewarding. This has changed my life for the better. The memories, adventures and lifelong friends I have are very precious to me. If I had the chance to study abroad again, I would jump at the opportunity.

In The Chronicle...

“We want you, we want you, we want you as a new writer.”

If you are interested in writing for the Coyote Chronicle, have something to contribute, or know about campus events that should be covered call (909) 880-5289.

For features or features related topics contact Jorgie.
It's every college student's nightmare: you're out of money and too old to go trick or treating. Don't despair there are a lot of creepy, scary places you can visit this Halloween even without money.

The Southland is full of legends and ghost stories; all you have to do is wait up for them. I discovered this after digging up a list of local haunted houses and the one that will stand out the most is The Kimberly Crest Mansion. This mansion is haunted every Halloween due to its age and appearance.

Another mountain that's haunted is the Matterhorn Mountain at Disneyland. It is haunted by a woman named Dolly, who was crushed to death after she fell out of her sled and was hit by the sled behind her. The ghost of three boys who drowned on Grad night, in the Rivers of America also haunts Tom Sawyer's Island.

The Queen Mary in Long Beach is also another attraction that is haunted. A male ghost haunts the engine room. There is also the ghost of a 17-year-old boy who was crushed to death when he tried to escape a fire.

Now that I've provided all of you students with a guide have fun this Halloween and happy-ghost busting!
Hemp legalization. Check out www.votehemp.com when you are surfing on the net and see for yourself the miraculous properties industrial hemp has in the survival of our world. Also, know the position of politicians you oceans, depleting the natural resources and waging wars over fossil fuels. If we do not make the right decisions NOW the actions of the past will catch up and reap its consequences on our very visible future.

John Scott Ballard, a libertarian and pro hemp supporter, will be running against Joe Baca (D) [the man responsible for nearly $1 million dollars in appropriations from the EPA to the Water Resource Institute in order to save the planet from irreversible disaster, we must seek out alternatives to expending all of our natural resources. Just think of the difference around the globe if oil was decommissioned and put out of use in automobiles and other forms of machinery. We wouldn't admit carcinogens into our atmosphere, we could end the increase of global warming, and we would never have to return to war in the Middle East.

However, if we remain content accepting what bureaucrats tell us and refuse to educate and activate ourselves, we will be continually led by the hand, blindfolded to the raping and pillaging of our earth, content in our own material illusions. Ralph Nader said it best, "You can always create and live life in an illusion, but you will not be able to face yourself when reality confronts you.”

The truth is that if we all sit back and wait for someone else to take charge, nothing will be done for the safety of our planet. Educate yourself, read the material and join the fight for Industrial Hemp, a resource that needs to be utilized

If you would like to be involved with your campus, join the team of writers of The Coyote Chronicle

Call 880-5289
Sovereignty

One that does not affect the social atmosphere of the tribes negatively, and culturally brings all on the reservation together.

After asking Begay if the economic materialistic and business way of life gave any concern amongst the tribes he had visited in context to the possibility that economic prosperity could have precedence over spiritual integrity and the Native American way of life, he replied that he could not answer that for all tribes. He described each tribe as different and diverse means every tribe had a different outlook on materialism and economic gain. Isn’t everyone entitled to a piece of the pie? Begay is currently working on establishing an institute in which tribal leaders from around North America and the world can come to be educated in Sovereign leadership. He hopes to one day build strong leaders and strong nations.

-Don’t turn on to politics, politics will turn on you.” The campaign continued the “Don’t Waste Your Vote Tour,” in which the Green Party has been pushing the issue of a five percent popular vote in the upcoming elections. If Nader receives at least five percent of the votes he will receive matching funds for his campaign in the election year of 2004. According to Nader after this election he will be crusading against the Federal Debate Commission, in order to end the political bias that the two party system has created. Hopes of creating a panel of respected educators doctors and professionals who represent all facets of political thought, to ensure equality for all political parties who have a marginal following of supporters willing to vote for the candidate.

Would You Like to Make $500.00?

Halloween

At

Fanatics Sports Club

Come to Fanatics Sports Club wearing your Halloween costume and win cash every night!!

It’s a 5 Day Party

Starts on Friday the 27th and ends on Halloween

- Best Costume Contest
- Drink Specials All Week Long
- Ravin w/ D.J. Fantasy
- Karoke

IT’S FREE MONEY!!

For More Info Call 909-473-3304

Cover charge at door. Must be 21 or over to drink. Flyer subject to change.
Halloween Show is ‘Spooktacular’

By Bill Marshall III
A & E Editor

Where can you find fun costumes, great music and a little adventure this Halloween season?
The CSUSB Music Department has the answer with its fourth annual “Halloween Spooktacular.”

From October 27-28, the Cal State Symphonic Band, the Concert Choir and Chamber Singers will combine to present “Journey to the Center of the Earth,” a musical production that Music Department Outreach Coordinator Lisa Ingram called, “a fun way to weave music with a story.”

The story for this year’s Halloween Spooktacular is based on the classic Jules Verne novel, “Journey to the Center of the Earth,” and is the result of a bit of inspiration on the part of new Music Department chair Dr. Rob Dunham. “In the past it was just a concert (with musicians wearing) costumes, now it has a theme,” said Dunham. Although the costumes were an “amazing success,” Dunham said the question soon became, “How do we top last year?”
The answer was to build a story that would underlie the entire concert and tie the different pieces of music together. Dunham said that the science-fiction theme came out of a piece of music that reminded him of the Indiana Jones adventure movies. The concept blossomed into a production that Dunham said is the most elaborate Spooktacular yet.

The storyline will revolve around an Indiana Jones-esque figure who travels underground in search of treasures and adventure, eventually encountering a maiden in need of rescue. The Performing Arts Building Recital Hall is even being transformed into a subterranean cavern for the concerts.
The emphasis of the show is on fun. According to Ingram the music runs the gamut from classical to popular, “from Verdi to the Monster Mash,” so children and the classical musically challenged will still be able to enjoy and appreciate the show, Ingram said the concert’s appeal is broad and it is one you can “invite anybody to.” The Spooktacular will be an excellent chance for students or community members to gain exposure to styles of music they may not have known about Majandra Delfino yet, but she’ll likely become a familiar face soon.

Delfino’s most recent and best-known work is her character Maria, on the WB’s television show Roswell. Maria is a spitfire human who is devoted and loyal to those she loves and many times is the comic relief of the show.

But Delfino isn’t just an actress; she’s also a singer and songwriter. And her newest releases aren’t her first work in the music industry. When she was 11 she joined an all girls group called China Doll with her best friend Samantha Gibb, daughter of the Bee Gees’ Maurice Gibb. The group specialized in Latin-style pop, but split up after a few years.

Delfino’s independence shows in her fight against being forced to sign with a record label that will not allow her to write or sing songs that she wants. For now, her music is available only through the Internet. She is trying to sell 10,000 copies of her CD on her own website. According to Delfino, if she sells that many then she can tell the fans like it, let’s make this "CD.” Her music has a futuristic tone to it, which matches her husky, mellow voice. Though her lyrics may put off some listeners, the combination of the lyrics, the beat and her voice combine to create sexually haunting songs that focus on the darker side of lost relationships. Her song “Bruises” deals with the practice of self-mutilation to cope with imper pain. It also deals with confusion, emptiness and how she simply wants to resort to violence to get her way, and how that thought brings her pleasure.

Her song “Siren” takes about how the speaker has fallen for a player, thinking that she was going to be the... 

Majandra Delfino More than Meets the Eye

By Katherina Seigworth
Executive Editor

Many of you probably don’t know about Majandra Delfino yet, but she’ll likely become a familiar face soon.

Delfino’s independence shows in her fight against being forced to sign with a record label that will not allow her to write or sing songs that she wants. For now, her music is available only through the Internet. She is trying to sell 10,000 copies of her CD on her own website. According to Delfino, if she sells that many then she can tell the fans like it, let’s make this "CD.” Her music has a futuristic tone to it, which matches her husky, mellow voice. Though her lyrics may put off some listeners, the combination of the lyrics, the beat and her voice combine to create sexually haunting songs that focus on the darker side of lost relationships. Her song “Bruises” deals with the practice of self-mutilation to cope with imper pain. It also deals with confusion, emptiness and how she simply wants to resort to violence to get her way, and how that thought brings her pleasure.

Her song “Siren” takes about how the speaker has fallen for a player, thinking that she was going to be the...
Metalheads’ Ready for a November to Dismember

By Mike R. McRaven
Special to the Chronicle

Still bearing a smokey haze from October’s “Cypress Hill Smokeout,” San Bernardino once again is buckling down for another fun-packed jubilee of tattoos, piercings and speakers that “go to 11,” as “Metalfest” prepares to engulf the National Orange Show Fairgrounds, November 10th and 11th. Billed as “Woodstock with Balls” and a “November to Dismember,” Metalfest is set to feature over 100 bands, with some that would surely eviscerate any “easy listening” fan by name alone. Among those slated to perform are groups with such aggressive titles as: Yellow Machine Gun, Cephalic Carnage, Coffin Texts, and a band perhaps best viewed from a safe distance, Anal Blast.

Although some residents might express concern over a show of this magnitude coming to the Orange Show Fairgrounds, according to Jessica Larson, Corporate Communication Director for the Orange Show Fairgrounds, the Orange Show facility is well prepared to handle the onslaught of “metalheads.” Larson said the Fairgrounds can accommodate, “60,000 people if all available grounds are used.”

Larson emphasized the depth of preparation that goes into a show such as this stating that Cal-Trans, the California Highway Patrol, and San Bernardino Police and Fire are all consulted beforehand to help formulate a plan to pull off the event as safely and efficiently as possible. Acknowledging that there have been prior complaints directed at concerts held at the Fairgrounds, Larson said, “Anytime you have 60,000 people in an area, you’re going to get some complaints... We receive a small number of complaints and most complaints are noise related.”

Sensitive to these noise complaints, the Fairgrounds managers do what they can to minimize the amount of noise that escapes into residential neighborhoods. “We position the stages toward industrial areas and end all events at 2AM,” said Larson.

Additionally, Xtreme Pro Wrestling (XPW) will be holding a card of wrestling matches at the Orange Show on Friday the 10th at 7pm in conjunction with Metalfest. In the main event, XPW Champion Sabu, will be defending his title against challenger and former XPW Champion Chris Candido (who will be accompanied to ringside by his lovely valet Tammy). In case one is not familiar with XPW, it is a small Los Angeles based wrestling promotion, which is beginning to grow in...
10/28 O.C. Supertones  
@ San Diego Sports Arena  
10/28 The Cramps  
@ The Variety, Los Angeles  
10/28-29 Phil Lesh & Friends  
@ Wiltern, Los Angeles  
10/31 Audio Adrenaline  
@ Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles  
11/02 Widespread Panic  
@ Wiltern Theater, Los Angeles  
11/03 Arlo Guthrie  
@ Royce Hall, Los Angeles  
11/07 Dandy Warhols  
@ El Rey, Los Angeles  
11/09 The Wallflowers/ Everlast  
@ Jenny Craig Pavilion, San Diego  
11/11 Fatboy Slim  
@ SoHo, Los Angeles  
11/13 Squirrel Nut Zippers  
@ El Rey, Los Angeles  
11/16 Rev. Horton Heat  
@ El Rey, Los Angeles  
11/16-18 Paul Simon  
@ Wiltern, Los Angeles  
11/18 John McLaughlin  
@ Royce Hall, Los Angeles  
11/22 Cypress Hill/Offspring/ MxPx  
@ Cox Arena, San Diego  
11/24 Dixie Chicks  
@ Staples Center, Los Angeles  
11/26 N’Sync  
@ Staples Center, Los Angeles  
12/05 Corey Feldman Band  
@ Brick by Brick, San Diego
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Ed Leadership
Ed Technology
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Reading
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Sport Leadership
Teaching
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SINGLE SUBJECT
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CAL BAPTIST’S GRADUATE PROGRAMS

When you work full time, evenings and weekends are valuable. That’s why I decided to pursue a graduate degree at California Baptist University. I appreciate Cal Baptist’s strong programs, with dedicated faculty and a wide range of evening and weekend courses. And I truly enjoy my Cal Baptist classes, so much, in fact, that they are rapidly becoming the best part of my week.

My time matters. So does my future. That’s why I chose Cal Baptist.

CALIFORNIA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
8432 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California 92504
Graduate and Credential Programs
1-877-228-8877
give each other a heads up without saying a word.

Introducing 2-way text messaging. Free and unlimited through February 2001. Just because you can't talk out loud, doesn't mean you can't keep talking. Add 2-way text messaging to any qualifying calling plan and receive, reply to and send short messages between compatible wireless phones and Internet e-mail addresses.

For a limited time, get a $50 mail-in rebate with the purchase of the featured Nokia 8260 wireless phone.

PHONES BY NOKIA
WIRELESS FROM AT&T
YOUR WORLD. CLOSE AT HAND.

Important Information
©2000 AT&T. Must have a qualifying AT&T Wireless Services calling plan to subscribe to AT&T Text Messaging service. Calling plans require a credit check, activation fee, an annual contract and a Digital multi-network phone. Two-way messaging-enabled Digital multi-network phone required to send messages. Not available for purchase in all areas. You can only send messages when using the AT&T network and then only in select geographic areas. Maximum message length is 150 characters, which includes the e-mail address. Billing will automatically begin on March 1, 2001, based on the AT&T Text Messaging plan you choose. Subject to terms of wireless service agreement and calling plan brochure. Nokia mail-in rebate: One rebate per purchase of a Nokia 8260 Digital multi-network phone and wireless service activation with AT&T. Must remain on service from AT&T for 30 days to be eligible. Nokia provides rebate in the form of an ATM Rebate Card. See Nokia mail-in coupon for full terms and conditions. Void where prohibited. Nokia mail-in rebate expires 11/2/00.

The Coyote Chronicle welcomes new writers! If you have an interesting story and would like to get exposure call 880-5289
while colored. Revising the national spending and its priorities, putting money back into the hands of the people. And finally, the decriminalization and social control of all drugs and drug abusers. Turning our head from the reality of the War on Drugs failure only adds to the problem. Educate don't incarcerate.

never hear because the entertaining event attracts people who "wouldn't normally attend a black tie formal," said Ingram.

Tickets for the Halloween Spooktacular are available through the Music Department Office or one hour before each performance at the Performing Arts Building box-office. Prices are: $5.00 for general admission and $3.00 for students, faculty, and seniors. The October 27 and 28 shows begin at 7:30 PM and the October 29 performance starts at 4:00 PM. Please call the Music Department office for information on this or any other Music Department production.

popularity throughout Southern California. With gritty production values, buxom babes, and enough blood to supply a vampire convention, XPW is looking to expand their fan base within their target demographic: young males aged 14-25 (a.k.a. the average "Metalfest" fan). Having over 30 female adult film stars scheduled to appear and sign autographs at "Metalfest" will no doubt help add to that fan base as well.

As expected, the two-day concert should be a tremendous boon to the local economy. For last month's concert, Larson reports "The Hilton sold out all its rooms and a local gas station sold out all of its gas". Additionally, markets and fast food restaurants near the Fairgrounds experienced a surge in business accompanying last month's concert. Metalfest will, of course, include all the standard concert amenities: three side stages, food courts, beer gardens, a vendor marketplace and a first aid station. As this is an "all ages" show, ID checks and a wristband system will be in force for all that wish to buy beer. For more information, call the Metalfest hotline at (414)-225-9060, the National Orange Show Fairgrounds at (909)-888-6788 or log on to www.Metalfest.com.
Events Calendar

Friday, 27
Rumi Conference
9 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Student Union Events Center

Saturday, 28
Rumi Conference
11 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Student Union Events Center

Whirling Dervishes
Rumi Conference Performance
7 P.M. - 8 P.M.
Courtside Arena

Monday, 30

3 ANNUAL FALL FAIR
Student Union Events Center

Tuesday, 31

ASI Finance Board/Club Allocation Budget Meeting
(Associated Students Incorporated)
10 A.M. - 12 NOON
Student Union Board Room X5932

ASI Board of Directors Meeting
(Associated Students Incorporated)
12 noon - 2 P.M.
Student Union Board Room X5932

Panhellenic Council Weekly Business Meeting
8 P.M. - 10 P.M.
Student Union Board Room X5932

Costume Party
Sponsored by Housing
9 P.M. - 12 midnight
Student Union Game Room

Wednesday, 1

Graduate Information Day
10 A.M. - 2 P.M.
Student Union Events Center

To place an event in the Calendar, please bring information to Student Union Graphics, room SU 112, or call x3942.

October 27 - November 3

Friday, 27

PSI CHI Meeting
(Pharmacology Honor Society)
10:30 A.M. - 11:30 A.M.
Jack Broom Hall 504

MAPS Meeting
(Medical Association for Pre-Health Students)
12 noon - 1 P.M.
Student Union Board Room X5932

Thursday, 3

"I'M GOING TO COLLEGE" Project
Sponsored by Latino Leadership Club
6:30 A.M. - 12 NOON

Student Union Cross-Cultural Center

Dia de los MUERTOS

November 2, 2000
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
Student Union Courtyard

For more information call us at x7204

CLASSIFIED ADS

speedyresearch.net

over 50,000 topics and clippings
Materials for research assistance use only!

Hollywood Blvd.
5nd Floor, RM 209
Los Angeles, CA 90028

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10:30 am -6pm Sat. 11 am-4pm

Custom research Available reports:$6.00 per page
Visa/MC/AmerEx  Call Today! 1-800-356-9001

Student Union Corner

Dia de los MUERTOS

November 2, 2000
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
Student Union Courtyard

For more information call us at x7204

Comics

$5%@!$!

BY TOM LUCIER & JASON SHEARDOWN

Potty Mouth
The Simpsons Meet The X-Games

Bart's Extreme Extravaganza to host 46-ft ultimate kicker ramp

By Chris Walenta
Sports Editor

Bart's Extreme Extravaganza, as part of the Simpsons Global Fanfest Weekend Celebration October 27-29, 2000, will salute the ultimate daredevil Bart Simpson with a day of extreme sports fun and excitement on Saturday, October 28 from 1:00-4:00 pm at the Queen Mary in Long Beach, CA.

The afternoon will feature a World Record Skateboarding Competition and world-class In-line Skating, Freestyle MotorX (FMX) and BMX demonstrations. The event is free and open to the public.

The Skateboarding Competition, which has been sanctioned by World Cup Skateboarding, is the highlight of the events scheduled. It will host an astounding 46-ft ultimate kicker ramp, the highest kicker used in a competition. Such skaters as Mike Frazier, Bob Burnquist, Brian Patch, Jake Brown, Remy Stratton, Jake Pasecki, Ryan Scheckler, Run Glifberg, Fabio Frogis and many others will compete to break the world record jump for distance and the purse will be split among the top four athletes.

Throughout the day there will be thrilling Freestyle MotorX, BMX, and In-line Skating demonstrations, with performances by the top athletes in each sport, including Mike "Metz" Metzger (FMX), Dave Voelker (BMX), Fabiola da Silva and Angela Arujo (In-line Skating) among others. They will entertain and amaze the crowd with their awesome stunts and radical tricks.

The MC's for the day, Dave Duncan (ESPN N-games, Gravity Games, etc.) and Cameron Steele (host of "High Octane" on Fox Sports Net and Associate Editor of MXRage), are the top announcers in the extreme sports world. DJ Revolution, host of The Wake Up Show, the most listened to international hip-hop radio program, will be spinning the hottest tunes. Fans will also have the chance to watch Bart's most outrageous moments on a jumbo monitor.

We offer all the services you need in the real world:

Birth Control Family Planning
Teen Clinics Education
Emergency Contraception
Male Services STD Testing
Abortion Services
Low Cost & Confidential

For the clinic nearest you:
1-800-230-PLAN

Planned Parenthood
Orange and San Bernardino Counties

www.plannedparenthoodOSBC.org

Do you go to Coyote games? Would you like to write about it? If so, contact Chris @880-5289

Do you always know the latest news? Don't think that you have the time? Team up with the Coyote Chronicle and find out for sure. "No man is an Island." We need your help. Everyone is needed. Don't hesitate to find your place on your student newspaper. Contact us at 880-5289, UH-37 or email us at sbchron@csusb.edu
Women's Championship Wrestling?

Wrestling is no longer a man's game

By Jorge G. Salazar
Features Editor

If you are a pro wrestling fan, chances are you're a complete loser like me, but not if and only if you have a girlfriend who has got your back. I don't know, but I think my girlfriend would come to the ring with a lead pipe to throw in, if I was really getting beat.

That is exactly what Midajah did to help her "Papi" get the best of "That 70's Guy" Mike Awesome, before the eventual Samoan drop off of the top rope. Boom. Let's get it on at Halloween Havoc.

Also, awaiting a Halloween bout mixed tag teams Konnan and Tigress vs. Shane Douglas and Torrie. Even wannabe pin-up girl Torrie Wilson gets into the act when it comes to "The Franchise" Shane Douglas, who produced a chain from the cleavage of her stripper-like outfit.

She lovingly wrapped it around his one uncasted arm and swiped the better half of Konnan's face, upsetting him and his valet, Tigress. How embarrassing is it to suffer, then get your ass "Franchised" from a one armed assailant? Especially in front on your woman friend? Just give it up. Ladies-watch wrestling, where you are part of the intended demographic.

Guys love it more than a guillotine leg-drop.

By John J. Eddy
News Editor

Well, well, well...the WWF has a new champion it's true, it's true! Despite the pleasure of being right in my prediction, there is too much pain associated with having Kurt Angle as the new WWF champion. What can the WWF fans expect from the new champ? Lots of tears, an emphasis on the three I's and one hell of a rivalry between HHH and Kurt Angle. Perhaps the butt kicking that awaits Angle from HHH is worth the aggravation of Kurt in the spotlight, perhaps.

In other WWF news fans will be introduced to a new character Mongoose McQueen, formerly Y2J Chris Jericho. Jericho sings vocals for a band called Fozzy and his stage persona is going to blaze into the WWF with spit and fire. With the electricity that Jericho's new character will bring to the WWF there is no doubt that WWF gold will catch up with him. Perhaps a Mongoose European or Intercontinental champion. If you liked the fact that Stone Cold Steve Austin opened a can of whoop a$ on Rikishi give me a Hell Yeah! A triumphant return to the ring for Austin and a promising presence in the future of the WWF awaits it's biggest star ever. Give Austin four months, after Angle and HHH settle their differences and he will once again have the smoking skull belt around his waist.

As for the Rock, his immediate future is uncertain. There is a chance that his problems with Rikishi could evolve into a bloody family rivalry. However, his hopes of attaining the WWF championship once again are going to be delayed, as other WWF superstars will be pushed into the spotlight. No one really expects the Rock to ever lose popularity, do they?

Do you watch WCW? If so, contact The Chronicle @880-5289

Do you have an opinion on a certain sport? Do you have a prediction to make about the upcoming NBA basketball season? If so, contact Chris at The Chronicle @880-5289
Whose Fault Is It?

Who is to blame for a team’s problem?

By Chris Walenta
Sports Editor

So who’s fault is it when a professional sports team does bad? The players or the coach? The coach gets paid a certain amount to make sure the team wins. So who should get the blame? When a team does bad for a long time, one of two things usually happens; either the players are traded or the manager is fired. Which is the proper solution for the problem? Many may argue, depends on the problem.

What happens when a team is good, the manager isn’t? well, it’s a cop-out, but let’s look at a few recent examples of a team who just didn’t do well. They finished below everyone’s expectations, the manager was fired and traded a lot of their team personnel.

Mike Hargrove was the Cleveland Indians manager in 1999. He was fired at the end of the year when his Cleveland Indians did not win the World Series, as everyone had predicted them to do. I don’t think that is Was Hargrove’s fault. He had a talented team, but they underachieved. I give the Indians’ management the benefit of the doubt. During Hargrove’s tenure, the Indians only made it to the World Series one time.

Del Harris was the coach for the Los Angeles Lakers in the mid-1990’s. Many people said that the Lakers had a good enough team to win two or three championships, after they signed Shaq O’Neil (look at how good they were last season). But year in and year out they bowed out before the NBA Finals. The team was chalk-full of all-stars, but they did not succeed. I would have to say that I believe the managers or coaches get blamed more quickly than do any of the players. I look at it like the players make a lot of money. The coaches do too, but not as much. Wouldn’t it be cheaper for the team to get rid of some players rather than fire a decent manager? I guess the teams don’t think that, so things probably won’t change. But, what do you think? Let me know!

Coyote Athletics Appoints Three New Directors

By Chris Walenta
Sports Editor

On October 23, California State University, San Bernardino announced the appointment of three individuals to fill vacant directors’ positions within the Department of Athletics. The three positions filled were the director of development, the sports information director and the compliance coordinator for the athletic department.

Michael Kovak was appointed the Director of Development. His basic duties will be to oversee the fundraising efforts for the department. Kovak’s experience includes being the director for the Ronald McDonald House in Loma Linda. Also he has served as the director of major and planned gifts for the American Heart Association. He will begin his new position on November 16.

Michael Murphy will become the new Sports Information Director. Murphy has been with the San Bernardino County Sun for more than 30 years in multiple positions, such as sports editor, county editor, city editor, and most recently wire editor. He also has donated his time for the Special Olympics, the American Youth Soccer Organization and Route 66. Murphy’s duties as Sports Information Director will be to send out press releases to local news groups and to promote the athletic department as well as keeping all media concerns for the athletic program under control. Murphy will start full time on November 1.

Cita Jones has taken on the responsibility of becoming the new Compliance Coordinator. Prior to her new positon Jones had been the advisor in the Financial Aid Office at Cal State for 21 years. Along with her time at Cal State she serves as the National and International Exchange Program Coordinator for the Chancellor’s Office, and she has also been active in participating in the NCAA Compliance Seminars. Her duties as Compliance Coordinator will be to make sure that the athletic department stays within the guidelines laid out by the NCAA as far as eligibility and other measures are concerned. Jones will begin her duties as Compliance Coordinator on November 1.

The Director of Athletics, Nancy Simpson, states, “It is a pleasure to add three such professional and talented individuals to our staff. I look forward to the enthusiasm and expertise that they will bring to our department.”

Are you interested in sports? Do you like to go to the games? Interested in photography? If so, contact The Chronicle at 880-5289